PRODUIRE UNE CARTE CONCEPTUELLE - QUELQUES ÉLÉMENTS À RELIER:

TESTS  
CURRICULUM  
OBJECTIFS D’APPRENTISSAGE  
EVALUATION  
ORIENTATION  
FORMATION CONTINUE  
ENSEIGNANTS  

ETUDIANTS  
FORMATION DES ENSEIGNANTS  
FEEDBACK  
INFORMATION  
COMMUNICATION  
APPRENTISSAGE  
TRAVAIL EN CLASSE

Alignment

Short loop

a) Agree on what we value (curriculum + assessment)
b) Devise sound ways to assess it (assessment + curriculum)
c) Explain to our teachers through many different strategies & materials (INSTT)
d) Assist and monitor the teachers in implementation (INSTT)

Long loop

e) Assess (classroom and whole system) and give feedback (to students and teachers)
f) Share information widely with stakeholders in a constructive way (not for blaming)
g) Use conclusions to rework TTI’s